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[57] i ' ABSTRACT 

An earth working apparatus employs large amounts of 
stored energy which is cyclically delivered on demand 

,to' the work tool. The energy is stored in a large 
?ywheel and delivered by suitable transmission means 
‘to the work tool. 
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APPARATUS FOR FRACTURE OF MATERIAL IN 

SITU WITH STORED INERTIAL ENERGY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to earth moving and fracturing 
implements and pertains more particularly to a high en 
ergy mechanical apparatus for the storage and instanta 
neous delivery of high levels of energy to an implement 
for the fracturing or separation in situ of hard rock and 
other earth materials or the like. ‘ 
A considerable amount of hard rock must be frac 

tured yearly for the construction and mining industries. 
Most of this rock today'is fractured by drilling with per 
cussion o'r rotary drills and blasting with dynamite or 
ammonium nitrate. This technique is expensive, slow, 
noisy and dangerous. 
‘Mechanical tractor drawn rippers have been devel 

oped which will operate ef?ciently in relatively soft, 
weathered, ?ssured, layered or previously blasted rock. 
However, such rippers will not operate in hard rocks. 
One of the major problems with theuse of rippers is 

the high forces that must be induced in rock and similar 
hard material to cause it to fracture. This necessitates 
the delivery of very high force and energy to the face 
of the rock or other material to be fractured or sepa 
rated. Vehicles capable of delivering such forces stati 
cally would of necessity be enormous in size and cost 
and would thus be impractical. > 
Many exotic techniques have been proposed for frac 

turing earth formations. Such proposed techniques in 
clude sonic energy, electrical spark, water cannon, and 
others. Such techniques have shown the ability to frac 
ture rock formations but have proven in most cases in 
efficient for commercial application. g ) 
One such sonic technique is the employment of a res 

onant, vibratory system. This system stores vibratory 
energy in a spring which may take many forms. The en 
ergy is thencyclically delivered to a vibrating tool at 
the resonant frequency of the system. The major prob-v 
lem with this system 'is that a spring large enough to 
store adequate energy would be too large to be practi 
cal. Another problem is that frequency is critical and 
varies with load such that there is a majorproblem of 
control. - ' 

Other proposals have been made to apply vibratory 
energy to an earth working implement. Such proposals 
have generally met with failure for one reason or an 

other. 
Air and hydraulic hammers are impractical because 

' of their low efficiency. Such large amounts of energy 
are required to vibrate a tool for breaking rock that un 
reasonably large amounts of input power would be re 
quired. 
The present invention is based on the application of 

the theory that a dynamic system is desirable for cut 
ting and breaki'ng‘rock and other materials since large 
forces can be produced with a small average thrust. 
This is an important feature when the average thrust is 
limited by tractive effort and weight of a vehicle. 
The average force will be proportional to the time the 

force is applied. For example, if 100,000 lb is applied 
for 1/10 of a second every second, the needed average 
force will be only 10,000 lb. The basic idea then is to 
put the desired force on and unload again as quickly as 
possible so that during most of the cycle the force is 
zero or small. If this can be done the average force, 
compared to the peak force, will be small. If it is as.‘ 
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sumed that the work done in breakng rock does not de 
pend on the rate of loading, then the total work and av 
erage power will not be affected by this pulse type of 
loading. 
The peak power requirements, however, will belarge 

if the work is done in short pulses. This means that 
large amounts of energy have to be available to be re 
leased quickly when needed. For a ?ywheel-crank sys 
tem most of the energy is stored as kinetic energy in the 
?ywheel. For a vibrating mass-spring system, the en 
ergy cycles back and forth from potential energy in the 
spring to kinetic energy of the mass. In either case the 
force that can be developed by the tool is limited by the 
stored energy. 
Large amounts of energy have to be available to pro 

duce large forces quickly. The reason for this is that the 
tool has to penetrate into the rock or soil before the 
needed force can be developed. If the rock or soil were 
rigid, little energy would be required. But since they act 
much like a spring, energy has to be released in order 
to develop the required force. As an example, assume 

' that a tool in rock has a spring rate of 6 X 10*‘lb/in. and 
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the breaking force is 6 X 105 pounds. In this case, 
30,000 in-lb of energy will be needed to break out a 
chip. If this is done at a frequency of 20 times a second 
then 91 horsepower will be required. 

In the subject invention as applied to a ripper, the 
work that the ripper performs is of an intermittent na 
ture, taking place only during a small part of the time 
required for the driving shaft of the ripper to make a 
complete revolution. Since the material being fractured 
is extremely hard, the instantaneous demand of the rip 
pers exceeds that of the drive motors. Therefore, a 
?ywheel or ?ywheels are placed on the drive shaft to 
store suf?cient'energy to meet peak demands. During 
a greater part of the revolution of the driving shaft, the 
motor power is used to accelerate the speed of the ' 
?ywheel. During the part of the revolution when the 
work is done, the energy thus stored up in the ?ywheel 
is given out at the expense of its velocity. As the veloc 
ity of the ?ywheel changes, the energy it will absorb or 
give up is proportional to the difference between the 
squares of its initial and ?nal speeds and is equal to the 
difference between the energy which it would give out 
if brought to'a full stop, and that which is still stored in 
it at the reduced velocity. 
Hence 
E = ‘A I ("12 "" "22) 

n1 = (21rN,/60) (1r N,/30) 
n2 = 'n' N2/30 
I = W K’lg ‘ 

E = ‘A (W K’lg) (113/302) (N,2 — N22) 
E = (W K2/5873) (N12 — N,’) 
E = Energy release (ft. -— lbs) 
I,= Movement of inertia of rotating mass in lb. ft. 

sec.’ 
W = Weight (lbs) 
G = Gravity = 32.2 ft./sec./sec. at seal level 
K = Radius of gyration in feet 
N,'= Revolutions per minute (RPM) before any en 
ergy has been given out 

N2= Revolutions per minute (RPM) at end of period 
during which energy has been given out 

n,= Angular velocity radian/sec. before any energy is 
‘ given out . 

n¢= Angular velocity radian/sec. at end of period dur 
ing which energy has been given out 



3 
W K2 is a measure of the energy potential of a 

?ywheel system in lb.-ft.2 at a given RPM and can be 
determined by the formula 

This formula is a derivative of the above formula for 
energy. 
Extensive computer and soil bin model tests have 

been conducted on the subject concept as applied to a 
ripper. A model impact ripper has been built and tested 
in various rock materials to determine the feasibility of 
fracturing hard rock with an impact device constructed 
in accordance with the present invention. The perfor 
mance criterion for the model was speci?c energy, and 
is defined as the amount of energy (in.-1bs.) required to 
fracture a unit volume (in?) of rock. Speci?c energy 
permits one to determine the amount of power neces 
sary to obtain a given production (yd.3/hr.) in a certain 
rock material. The speci?c energy of rocks vary.- The 
speci?c energy is calculated according to the following 
equation: 

SE. = N E D/W 

where SE. = Speci?c energy (in.-lb./in.3) 
N = Number of impacts during a run 
D = Density of rock (I ./in.'°‘) 
W = Weight of rock removed during a run (lbs) 
E = Average Energy per blow (in.-lbs.) 
It should be noted that the parameters must be con 

' sidered collectively with a unique relationship existing 
between one another. The speci?c energy of the mate 
»rial being fractured is a signi?cant factor. _ 
With a steel spring of the type needed in a resonant 

system (a ripper shank, bar, spring), the maximum 
amount of potential energy that can be stored in a 
cubic inch of spring material is: 

where S is the maximum axial stress that the material 
can endure and E is the modulus of elasticity. For a 
working stress of 40,000 psi of a spring material then, 
the stored energy will be (4 X lO‘)2/(2) (30 X 10“) = 
80/3 = 26.7 in.lb./in.3. In a vibrating system using a col 
umn of uniform cross section for example, the maxi 
mum stored energy will be one-half of this value since 
the column will not be uniformly fully stressed through 
out its length. - 

In contrast, a flywheel, can store much more energy 
than this'per cubic inch of steel. Use a thin annular ring 
rotating about its polar axis as an example‘. The tangen 
tial stress in the rotating ring is given by the equation: 

In this case, w is the mass density of the ring, r is the 
radius, and n is the angular velocity. The kinetic energy 
in the ring'due to its velocity will be: 

Where V is volume of ring. V = l in.3 ' 
I(.E. = ‘A S = 20,000 in.lb. for S = 40,000 psi 
The ratio between ?ywheel and spring energies is, 

therefore at least: 20,000/13.35 or 1500 to 1. In other 
words, 1500 times more energy can be stored in the 
?ywheel than in an equivalent amount of steel spring 
for a given stress level. In addition, the stress in the 
spring is fully reversed each cycle, while the stress in 
the- ?ywheel at most goes from zero to the maximum 
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cycle. Reversing thestress in the spring energy cycle 
can adversely affect the fatigue life of the spring. 

In order to work the above ring at 40,000 psi, the 
?ywheel would have to be quite large‘or else rotate at 
a high speed. If the speed is limited to 1200 rpm with 
a wheel radius of 15 in. and a resulting stress of only 
2600 psi, the energy in a cubic inch of the steel ring will 
be 1300 in.-lb. for an energy ratio of about I00. This 
is less than the 1500 ratio, but it is still a substantially 
signi?cant advantage. 
For breaking rock in situ in quantity, large forces and 

power are required. This means large energies per blow 
and many blows per minute. The prior art systems have 
been unable to meet these requirements. 
The primary object of the present invention is to pro 

vide an earth working implement that is rugged and ef 
ficient and overcomes the above disadvantages of the 
prior art.- _ _ 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
an'earth working apparatus that is capable of storing 
large amounts of energy‘ and selectively applying it to 
an earth working implement. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a dynamic system that is capable of delivering sufficient 
energy to a tool for earth working to be practical. 
A still further object of the present invention is to 

provide a mechanical dynamic system that is capable of 
efficiently delivering high energy pulses to an earth 
working tool. 

In accordance with the present invention large 
amounts of inertial energy is stored in a massive 
?ywheel to be cyclically delivered to an earth working 
implement at peak power demand. Suitable transmis 
sion means including a crank and connecting rod is 
used to transmit the energy to an earth working imple 
ment such as a ripper. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other objects and advantages of the 
present invention will become apparent from the fol 
lowing description when read in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is an elevational view partially in section of a 

rock ripper incorporating a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view partially in section of the em 

bodiment of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 2a is a section taken along lines IIa—-IIa of FIG. 

1; ' ~ 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along lines III-III of 
FIG. 1; ' - 

FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along lines IV-IV of 
FIG. 2; ' 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along lines V-V of 
FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along lines VI-~VI of 

FIG. 2; 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken along lines VII-VII 

of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken along lines VIII—VIII 

- of FIG. 2; 
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FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken along lines IX-—IX of 
FIG. 2; 
FIG. 10 is an elevational view with portions broken 

away of an alternate embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 11 is a top view of the embodiment of FIG. 10; 
















